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Computer graphics has evolved to become an important discipline in both academia and industry, and an enabling
technology for a broad variety of applications such as engineering (CAD, CAE and CAM.
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Engineering drawing An engineering drawing is a type of drawing and is technical in nature, used to fully and
clearly define requirements for engineered items. It is usually created in accordance with standardized
conventions for layout, nomenclature, interpretation, appearance such as typefaces and line styles , size, etc.
Computer graphics There are two types of computer graphics: Using vectors results in infinitely sharp
graphics and often smaller files , but, when complex,like vectors take time to render and may have larger file
sizes than a raster equivalent. In , Ivan Sutherland invented Sketchpad , an innovative program that influenced
alternative forms of interaction with computers. Ross of MIT developed an advanced compiler language for
graphics programming. Coons , also at MIT, and J. Ferguson at Boeing , began work in sculptured surfaces. In
the s, artists and graphic designers began to see the personal computer, particularly the Commodore Amiga
and Macintosh , as a serious design tool, one that could save time and draw more accurately than other
methods. The Macintosh remains one of the most popular tools for computer graphics in graphic design
studios and businesses. Modern computer systems, dating from the s and onwards, often use a graphical user
interface GUI to present data and information with symbols, icons and pictures, rather than text. Graphics are
one of the five key elements of multimedia technology. In , Quake , one of the first fully 3D games , was
released. In , Toy Story , the first full-length computer-generated animation film, was released in cinemas.
Since then, computer graphics have become more accurate and detailed, due to more advanced computers and
better 3D modeling software applications, such as Maya , 3D Studio Max , and Cinema 4D. They have since
evolved into true pieces of art, their practical purpose obsolete; modern screens are not susceptible to such
burn in artifacts. Web graphics[ edit ] In the s, Internet speeds increased, and Internet browsers capable of
viewing images were released, the first being Mosaic. Websites began to use the GIF format to display small
graphics, such as banners, advertisements and navigation buttons, on web pages. SVG, and to some extent
VML , support in some modern web browsers have made it possible to display vector graphics that are clear at
any size. Plugins expand the web browser functions to display animated, interactive and 3-D graphics
contained within file formats such as SWF and X3D. This is because MS Paint is a drawing package and not a
graphics package. Numerous platforms and websites have been created to cater to web graphics artists and to
host their communities. Uses[ edit ] Graphics are visual elements often used to point readers and viewers to
particular information. They are also used to supplement text in an effort to aid readers in their understanding
of a particular concept or make the concept more clear or interesting. Popular magazines , such as TIME ,
Wired and Newsweek , usually contain graphic material in abundance to attract readers, unlike the majority of
scholarly journals. In computing, they are used to create a graphical interface for the user; and graphics are
one of the five key elements of multimedia technology. Graphics are among the primary ways of advertising
the sale of goods or services. Business[ edit ] Graphics are commonly used in business and economics to
create financial charts and tables. The term Business Graphics came into use in the late s, when personal
computers became capable of drawing graphs and charts instead of using a tabular format. Business Graphics
can be used to highlight changes over a period of time. Advertising[ edit ] Advertising is one of the most
profitable uses of graphics; artists often do advertising work or take advertising potential into account when
creating art, to increase the chances of selling the artwork. Most importantly, graphics gives a good look to
artwork whenever it is applied. Graphics contribute to the general outlook of a designed artwork, this in turn
lure interested members of the public to look at the work of art or purchasing it. Any graphical work especially
advertisement or any work of art that is poorly design will not persuade the audience. Political[ edit ] The use
of graphics for overtly political purposesâ€”cartoons, graffiti, poster art, flag design, etc. The Northern Irish
murals are one such example. Presidential election Barack Obama "Hope" poster. It was first published on the
web, but soon found its way onto streets throughout the United States. Diagrams are also used to label
photographs and pictures. Educational animation is an important emerging field of graphics. Animated
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graphics have obvious advantages over static graphics when explaining subject matter that changes over time.
The Oxford Illustrated Dictionary uses graphics and technical illustrations to make reading material more
interesting and easier to understand. In an encyclopedia , graphics are used to illustrate concepts and show
examples of the particular topic being discussed. In order for a graphic to function effectively as an
educational aid, the learner must be able to interpret it successfully. This interpretative capacity is one aspect
of graphicacy. Film and animation[ edit ] Graphics education[ edit ] The majority of schools, colleges and
universities around the world educate students on the subject of graphics and art. Some graphics courses
prioritize traditional craft skillsâ€”drawing, printmaking and typographyâ€”over modern craft skills. Other
courses may place an emphasis on teaching digital craft skills. Still other courses may downplay the crafts
entirely, concentrating on training students to generate novel intellectual responses that engage with the brief.
Despite these apparent differences in training and curriculum, the staff and students on any of these courses
will generally consider themselves to be graphic designers. The typical pedagogy of a graphic design or
graphic communication, visual communication, graphic arts or any number of synonymous course titles will
be broadly based on the teaching models developed in the Bauhaus school in Germany or Vkhutemas in
Russia. The teaching model will tend to expose students to a variety of craft skills currently everything from
drawing to motion capture , combined with an effort to engage the student with the world of visual culture.
Noted graphic designers[ edit ] Aldus Manutius designed the first italic type style which is often used in
desktop publishing and graphic design. April Greiman is known for her influential poster design.
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Computer graphics has evolved to become an important discipline in both academia and industry, and an enabling
technology for a broad variety of applications such as engineering (CAD, CAE and CAM), GIS, publishing and office
applications.

History[ edit ] CompuServe introduced GIF on June 15, to provide a color image format for their file
downloading areas, replacing their earlier run-length encoding RLE format, which was black and white only.
GIF became popular because it used LZW data compression , which was more efficient than the run-length
encoding that formats such as those used by PCX and MacPaint , and fairly large images could therefore be
downloaded in a reasonably short time, even with very slow modems. The original version of GIF was called
87a. The 89a specification also supports incorporating text labels as text not embedding them in the graphical
data , but as there is little control over display fonts, this feature is not widely used. CompuServe encouraged
the adoption of GIF by providing downloadable conversion utilities for many computers. The feature of
storing multiple images in one file, accompanied by control data, is used extensively on the Web to produce
simple animations. The New Oxford American Dictionary gave only "jif" in its 2nd edition [18] but updated it
to "jif, gif" in its 3rd edition. On the occasion of receiving a lifetime achievement award at the Webby Award
ceremony, Wilhite rejected the hard-"G" pronunciation, [11] [20] [21] and his speech led to 17, posts on
Twitter and 50 news articles. Usage[ edit ] GIFs are suitable for sharp-edged line art such as logos with a
limited number of colors. Many GIF files have a single image that fills the entire logical screen. Others divide
the logical screen into separate sub-images. The images may also function as animation frames in an animated
GIF file, but again these need not fill the entire logical screen. GIF files start with a fixed-length header
"GIF87a" or "GIF89a" giving the version, followed by a fixed-length Logical Screen Descriptor giving the
pixel dimensions and other characteristics of the logical screen. The screen descriptor may also specify the
presence and size of a Global Color Table, which follows next if present. Thereafter, the file is divided into
segments, each introduced by a 1-byte sentinel: An image starts with a fixed-length Image Descriptor, which
may specify the presence and size of a Local Color Table which follows next if present. The image data
follows: Extension blocks blocks that "extend" the 87a definition via a mechanism already defined in the 87a
spec consist of the sentinel, an additional byte specifying the type of extension, and a linked list of sub-blocks
with the extension data. Extension blocks that modify an image like the Graphic Control Extension that
specifies the optional animation delay time and optional transparent background color must immediately
precede the segment with the image they refer to. The linked lists used by the image data and the extension
blocks consist of series of sub-blocks, each sub-block beginning with a byte giving the number of subsequent
data bytes in the sub-block 1 to The series of sub-blocks is terminated by an empty sub-block a 0 byte. This
structure allows the file to be parsed even if not all parts are understood. A GIF marked 87a may contain
extension blocks; the intent is that a decoder can read and display the file without the features covered in
extensions it does not understand. The full detail of the file format is covered in the GIF specification. Due to
the reduced number of colors in the image, there are display issues. The color definitions in the palette can be
drawn from a color space of millions of shades shades, 8 bits for each primary , but the maximum number of
colors a frame can use is This limitation seemed reasonable when GIF was developed because few people
could afford the hardware to display more colors simultaneously. Simple graphics, line drawings, cartoons,
and grey-scale photographs typically need fewer than colors. Each frame can designate one index as a
"transparent background color": Many techniques, collectively called dithering , have been developed to
approximate a wider range of colors with a small color palette by using pixels of two or more colors to
approximate in-between colors. These techniques sacrifice spatial resolution to approximate deeper color
resolution. In the early days of graphical web browsers[ when? When bit color became the norm palettes could
instead be populated with the optimum colors for individual images. A small color table may suffice for small
images, and keeping the color table small allows the file to be downloaded faster. Both the 87a and 89a
specifications allow color tables of 2n colors for any n from 1 through 8. Most graphics applications will read
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and display GIF images with any of these table sizes; but some do not support all sizes when creating images.
Tables of 2, 16, and colors are widely supported. True color[ edit ] An animated GIF illustrating a technique
for displaying more than the typical limit of colors Although GIF is almost never used for true color images, it
is possible to do so. Alternatively, the GIF89a specification introduced the idea of a "transparent" color where
each image block can include its own palette of visible colors plus one transparent color. A complete image
can be created by layering image blocks with the visible portion of each layer showing through the transparent
portions of the layers above. To render a full-color image as a GIF, the original image must be broken down
into smaller regions having no more than or different colors. Each of these regions is then stored as a separate
image block with its own local palette and when the image blocks are displayed together either by tiling or by
layering partially transparent image blocks the complete, full-color image appears. For example, breaking an
image into tiles of 16 by 16 pixels pixels in total ensures that no tile has more than the local palette limit of
colors, although larger tiles may be used and similar colors merged resulting in some loss of color
information. Many rendering programs interpret tiles or layers as animation frames and display them in
sequence as an endless animation [25] with most web browsers automatically displaying the frames with a
delay time of 0. Microsoft Paint saves a small black-and-white image as the following GIF file. Paint does not
make optimal use of GIF; due to the unnecessarily large color table storing a full colors instead of the used 2
and symbol width, this GIF file is not an efficient representation of the pixel image illustrated enlarged above.
Although the Graphics Control Extension block declares color index 16 hexadecimal 10 to be transparent, that
index is not used in the image. The only color indexes appearing in the image data are decimal 40 and , which
the Global Color Table maps to black and white, respectively. Note that the hex numbers in the following
tables are in little-endian byte order, as the format specification prescribes. Each subsequent code is stored
starting at the least significant bit not already used. This byte stream is stored in the file as a series of
"sub-blocks". Each sub-block has a maximum length bytes and is prefixed with a byte indicating the number
of data bytes in the sub-block. The series of sub-blocks is terminated by an empty sub-block a single 0 byte,
indicating a sub-block with 0 data bytes. For the sample image above the reversible mapping between 9-bit
codes and bytes is shown below.
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Computer graphics has become an important discipline in both academia and industry, and an enabling technology for a
broad variety of applications such as engineering (CAD, CAE and CAM), geographic information systems (GIS),
publishing, office applications, games and the filmmaking industry.

Lying one degree north of the equator, at the southern tip of the Malayan Peninsula, it is at the crossroads of
the busy shipping routes between Europe and Asia and within Asia itself. It has a population of about 3
million comprised largely of Chinese, Malays and Indians. English is the language of business and
administration and is used widely. Its government is keenly aware that the performance of the economy
depends greatly on the effective exploitation of modern technologies, particularly information technology. It
therefore invests heavily in the infrastructure for these technologies, supports generously their research and
development and trains or imports workers with the relevant skills. Singapore now boasts one of the highest
computer literacy rates in the world. Computer graphics activities thrive in this climate. The main concern
then was the cost of the graphics software and hardware and the lack of skilled personnel, both of which are
diminishing problems. Although computer graphics research was in its infancy when the survey was done,
much has been achieved in the past years. A special issue of the Computer and Graphics journal that focused
on computer graphics research and development in Singapore can be found in [1]. In this article, we look at
computer graphics in Singapore today in three major areas: Computer Graphics in Academia There are six
tertiary educational institutions in Singapore, which are divided into two tiers. Physically based snake
locomotion. In these programs, computer graphics features strongly with fundamental subjects for beginners
and advanced subjects for senior years. Students can also pursue projects specializing in various aspects of
computer graphics. In the engineering schools, courses on computer-aided engineering, design and
manufacturing prominently cover the basics of computer graphics and geometric modeling. The four
polytechnics concentrate on professional and vocational courses and, in the recent years, a number of new
courses have sprouted for the training of computer graphics and multimedia practitioners. This is in
recognition of the increasing needs for such talents for multimedia content development. Ngee Ann
Polytechnic [8] has professional courses which feature strongly the use of computer graphics and animation.
The diploma course on film, sound and video started in It follows the tradition of overseas film schools,
combining academic study with practical instruction. Computer animation is a core part of the course. In
another course, Interactive Multimedia Applications, students are given an opportunity to learn various tools
concentrating on different aspects of the technology: The Polytechnic is also host to the Digital Effects Studio
Training Center, which provides professional training for the post-production industry film, video, broadcast
and digital media. It provides training for students in computer software development and multimedia
computing. The training includes programming, content creation such as computer animation, graphic design,
integrating video and audio effects and the design and management of multimedia systems. This course, run in
association with the Canadian Sheridan College, aims to provide training in both creative and IT skills
centered on the art and science of computer animation, multimedia and game design. The Centre also offers
short courses tailored for professionals with visual arts background and who are interested in 3D computer
animation. Although computer graphics is not central in these courses, it plays an important role in providing
visualization for design. The polytechnic initiated the first Animation Fiesta in Singapore in June [4]. The
computerized picture restoration system. X-ray image of a hand and the 3D surface reconstructed from the
single image a and Virtual orthopaedic surgery b. Fast polygonal simplification for interactive applications,
courtesy of the Computer Graphics Research Laboratory, National University of Singapore. The virtual
workbench, courtesy of Kent Ridge Digital Labs. Animation of a condor, courtesy of Pixelcraft Pte. Research
Both the universities have active research programs in computer graphics. Research at the centre is basically
conducted by faculty from the School of Applied Science, the School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
and the School of Mechanical and Production Engineering. A few of the projects are mentioned below. The
computer animation group has been investigating an artificial life system for modeling autonomous creatures
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subjected to the influence of the external world. Machine learning paradigms are used for modeling movement
and coordination of highly deformable and articulated parts of living creatures subjected to a wide variety of
complex configurations. A project in automating cel animation has been initiated. The purpose is to design and
apply imaging techniques to develop a generic 2D animation system for video, gaming and multimedia
production. The centre has established techniques for recovering 3D camera trajectories from image
sequences. It is now used for integrating computer graphics and live footage. A computerized motion picture
restoration system that uses multi-processor technology has been developed. The restoration system can
automatically restore old, noise-corrupted motion pictures and transfer the restored pictures to the new storage
media with minimal human supervision. Work in the medical area uses image processing and computer
graphics techniques to model and study physical functions, design artificial limbs and plan and perform
surgery. Coupled with rapid prototyping, the work offers doctors physical 3D models of the subjects of their
investigations which, from the feedback that has been gathered so far, has proved very useful. Research in
computational fluid dynamics yielded a diversity of virtual prototyping and parametric design of industrial
products involving fluid flow and heat transfer. Work is also in progress in the retrieving of 3D shapes from
2D designer sketches, as part of an investigation into allowing industrial designers to speedily convert their
ideas into 3D models. The computer graphics research group is investigating techniques to achieve interaction
and realistic rendering of computer models and virtual environment. To achieve interactive display frame rate,
the group had to tackle issues such as new data structures and algorithms for object culling, simplification and
manipulation, efficient illumination and interaction with natural and artificial lighting and image and geometry
based rendering. The group also examines augmented reality, which considers the merging of
computer-generated images with video of real scenes. Topics studied include automatic deduction of relative
visibility of objects, the viewing parameters and illumination conditions from a given video sequence or a
collection of photographic images of a real scene. The multimedia modeling group concentrates on
multimedia information retrieval, hypermedia and computer animation. In multimedia information retrieval,
the group is developing a system to retrieve images and video using multiple content attributes including
free-text, color, texture and shapes. For hypermedia research, the group is developing a hypermedia system
that supports hyperbase with support for high-level nodes; dynamic links, search and browsing over large
hyperbases; automatic hypertext engineering; and conversion to WWW. The group is also working on a 3D
graphical simulation and training system. The Centre for Computational Mechanics was established in to
focus on computational methods and computer-aided solutions. The Centre for Remote Imaging, Sensing and
Processing CRISP was established under the Faculty of Science in to process satellite data into value-added
products to meet requirements of users in Singapore and the region in scientific, engineering and commercial
fields. Recently, CRISP has been active in the effort in fighting the fires in the huge forests in Indonesia by
providing digital satellite images of the fires to pinpoint their locations. One significant feature in research
efforts lately is the expansion into external collaboration, in recognition of the fact that innovation can best be
served by opening doors. Computer graphics is central to the work in some of these institutions, either as the
focus of their research, or for supporting their research. Its mission is to drive Singapore to excel in the
information age by exploiting IT extensively to enhance our economic competitiveness and quality of life.
KRDL is an institution with more than researchers, chartered to spearhead the research and development in
information and networking technology. Currently, it is organized under the following groups: Established in ,
the ISS assisted industry in creating applications in natural language processing, human interface, virtual
reality and multimedia processing. In , ISS and Johns Hopkins University set up a joint centre for
Information-Enhanced Medicine, to develop new technologies to enable physicians to deliver cost effective
medical diagnosis and enhanced surgical capabilities. One of its projects, The Virtual Workbench, is a virtual
reality project with a dexterous, reach-in, high-resolution 3D environment. A stereo virtual image is seen
reflected in a mirror, allowing the user to reach into the virtual space. Physical and virtual spaces correspond,
so those physical tools can manipulate virtual objects in a hand-eye-coordinated manner. The role of ITI was
to create market opportunities for the IT industry and share the risk of introducing new technologies. It has
undertaken computationally intensive projects in distributed parallel high performance computing and
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scientific visualization with major companies in Singapore. A key part of this plan, now being implemented, is
the Singapore One Network for Everyone ONE initiative, which will provide a pervasive broadband
information infrastructure to link up every home, office and school in the country, delivering a potentially
unlimited range of applications and multimedia services. The NCB is spearheading application development
with active participation from the IT industry and various government ministries. This stimulates a great deal
of research and development; work in computer graphics and animation stands to gain significantly. More
information can be found in [10]. Computer Graphics in Industry As discussed in [2], there is a small but
growing commercial animation scene in Singapore. Locally, the main income comes from short television
advertisements. Most of the clients, however, are from overseas, Indonesia, Philippines and India. A main
concern of some of these animation companies is the scarcity of computer graphics specialists. This is set to
change, as there are already a number of courses that provide training at diploma level and research at
university level as highlighted earlier. The government is at the same time promoting art in Singapore.
Companies must invest time to develop new techniques in order to stay in competition. Some new companies
are beginning to do so; Pixelcraft and Imagine Interactive are examples. Pixelcraft was founded in to research
and establish strong capabilities in high-end computer graphics animation. Imagine Interactive specializes in
developing 3D technology and virtual reality VR applications for the education and entertainment industry.
Since its formation in , it has staged VR demonstrations and exhibitions for the public, the government and
interested people in the industry in order to assist them in incorporating VR technologies into their products
and services. Gintic Institute of Manufacturing Technology helps to foster this drive by providing technical
back up such as the tailoring of software for specific needs, or the transferring of data from one platform to
another via data exchange mechanisms. It also develops new applications to meet local needs. For example, in
conjunction with NTU, Gintic is developing a fast automatic mould design system for plastic injection
moulding. Conclusion Singapore has an environment conducive to the exploitation of IT technology.
Computer graphics, multimedia and virtual reality are being embraced with enthusiasm. Most of the work is
directed towards the application of the technologies, with some pockets of effort in research into the
fundamentals. The activities in computer graphics in Singapore are large and varied; it has not been possible to
mention them all in this short article. Many have been published on Web sites. By following the links to the
sites given in the reference list, readers will be able to find out a lot more. While there are many players in the
field, there needs to be a professional body to bring the people together, serve as a resource centre for the
latest developments and stimulate the activities. Through its instigation, the computer graphics scene in
Singapore is set to be more vibrant.
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Text characters are used to create pictures. Printers can only print whole characters not individual dots. First
personal computers appear. Monitors display white text against a green background the result of a P1
phosphor from a cathode ray tube. Monitors are called CRTs or greenscreens. IBM introduces the first color
PC. The CGA monitor is capable of displaying 4 colors using a combination of red, green, and blue. Apple
Macintosh is introduced. Color graphics are possible, but computer memory is limited. The number of colors a
PC monitor can display jumps from to PCs can use 3D graphics. LCD monitors become popular. Video Video
games have advanced to virtual reality and role playing. In business virtual reality technology is used to
evaluate and modify product designs. Users interact with games through realtime 3D graphical representations
of users. Star Wars incorporates 3D computer graphics into the film. The Last Starfighter displays the first
photorealistic computer graphic images in a feature film. Who Framed Roger Rabbit combines computer
animation characters with live humans. Toy Story becomes the first computer animated full-length film. Shark
Tale uses global illumination to render realistic shadows and reflections. CAD systems using 2D floor
planning and rudimentary modeling are available. CAD systems offer 3D rendering and walkthrough
capabilities. Simulation and visualization programs become available. CAT scan technology which allows
physicians to see graphical representations of soft tissue aid in diagnosis and treatment of abnormalities.
Photographs are integrated with CAD drawings. Four shades of gray are not generally enough gradation to
create a realistic representation. Generally, 8 bits, or shades of gray, are needed to produce a high-quality
image. All colors can be created by combining the three primary colors of light: For a computer to render
color effectively it then needs to separately describe each of these three primary colors. Although any color
can be created with as few as 2 bits, most computers today use bit or bit depth to represent a full color image,
producing up to 16,, colors. This surpasses the capability of the human eye, which can discern about 10
million colors. The higher the bit depth the more accurate the color is. Even with 16 million colors, however,
one may have a low-quality image unless one also has high resolution. Resolution is the density of points, or
pixels, on the image arrayâ€”that is, the number of columns and rows per inch. The greater the number of
columns and rows the higher the density. The higher the density, the greater the resolution. The cost of high
resolution and greater bit depth is space. High-quality graphics take up a large amount of disk space in a
computer and require larger memory sizes to work with and edit them. One professional digital image can
easily require 50 megabytes, that is, 8,, bits, or more, of space. Display devices and printers are limited by the
amount of data they can represent. The optimal resolution required for a digital image varies based upon the
output medium and the number of rows and columns it can display per inch. The resulting intersection points
are called dots and the number per inch are called dots per inch, or dpi. Usually a fine-art print will require
high resolution, while a Web-based image will not. One of the advantages of digital images is they can be
stored on the computer and used repeatedly, each reproduction being exactly the same as the last. Until
recently, before viewing a digital image it had to be converted to a nondigital or analog format because most
output devices were analog. Cathode-ray tubes, most televisions, and many printers are still analog, but liquid
crystal display monitors and many other printers and televisions are digital. Digital images can go directly
from the computer to the output device without translation. The capabilities and robustness of computer
graphics have evolved over several decades. See Table 1 for highlights of the major advancements regarding
computer graphics in the fields of computer technology, video, movies and television, and modeling. Their
3-D photorealistic capabilities and ability to predict changes over time have revolutionized product
development and marketing, as well as scientific research and education. They are responsible for superior
special effects in movies and on television. Many newspapers and magazines use only computer-generated
graphics. They add an aesthetic and emotional dimension to text.
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Chapter 6 : Cg International â€™ Computer Graphics Around The World
The major advances in computer graphics include: greater sophistication and realism of image generation techniques,
improved man-machine interaction techniques, superior geometric modeling techniques for the representation and
modeling of complex physical and mathematical objects, sophisticated software systems for animation and modeling of.

They started in and have worked for the biggest clients in the world. Their work is iconic and has stood the
test of time. New York Notable clients: Mucho â€” Mucho carries an awareness that designs travel beyond the
computer screen: Additionally, they are dedicated to shaping how their clients are perceived on an
international level. Their success in this regard is proven through their astonishingly large client list. A
Practice for Everyday Life â€” A Practice for Everyday Life has built their reputation on solid business
relationships with like-minded clients. They focus on concepts, making sure every design in unique and
meaningful. Their scope of work includes art direction, identities, publications, exhibitions, type design,
signage, packaging, and digital. Spin â€” Spin is all about bringing elegant and clean ideas to a wide range of
sectors, including arts, communication, broadcast, design, electronics and entertainment. Spin also prides
themselves on their proactive responses to creative briefsâ€”which includes in-depth background research on
their clients and even workshops with target-demographics if necessary. SocioDesign â€” SocioDesign is
famed for their minimal and reductive style which allows clients to turn their brands into cross-cultural assets.
In other words, their designs have a universal feel to them which appeals to many regions of the globe. This
global approach has allowed SocioDesign to reach further than most design studios, and is what has helped
develop their international fame. Made by Alphabet â€” Made by Alphabet falls on the more youthful side of
the spectrum. Their work is geared towards the millennials to which they offer a fresh and energetic approach.
Their work is colorful, creative and hipâ€”it shepherds their clients to new and exciting territory. They push to
put aside personal interests and look at the big picture, They also specialize in flexible designs: Hey â€” Hey
focuses on geometry, color and direct typography through brand identity design, editorial design and
illustration. They take pride in attentive one-on-one relationships in which every step is given care. Recipients
of numerous Creativity International awards along with quite a few more , Dessein is regularly recognized for
their work in branding, print and packaging design. From their work for the Tour de France since the early s to
the redesign of the Dutch passport for the Dutch Ministry of the Interior, Total Identity boast an incredible
portfolio. Experimental Jetset â€” Experimental Jetset has been around since , specializing in print and
site-specific work. They have a sizable portfolio of Indian clients as well as companies from all over the
world.
Chapter 7 : GIF - Wikipedia
Get this from a library! CG International ' Computer Graphics Around the World. [Tat-Seng Chua; Tosiyasu L Kunii] -- In
recent years, we have witnessed an increasing use of sophisticated graphics in designing and manufacturing complex
architectural and engineering systems; in modeling, simulating and visualizing.

Chapter 8 : Los Angeles Times - We are currently unavailable in your region
Computer graphics activities thrive in this climate. A survey carried out in [9] showed that, in industries and businesses
in Singapore, the main usage of graphics was in the areas of mechanical CAD/CAM, electronic CAD/CAE, business
presentation and technical documentation.

Chapter 9 : Computer Graphics | www.nxgvision.com
MIT ranks #2 on The Best Computer Science Programs in the World! Many consider MIT to be the leading science
school in the world. There are many factors that contribute to its success, including its location in the Boston area, which
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locks it arm in arm with elite kin like Harvard, Boston College, Boston University, and Tufts.
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